The National Ability Center brings partners and community organizations together to make us all stronger. Such strength and partnership will be on full display in the new Community & Programs Building. Here people will come together to share in experiences that foster healthy, positive relationships, to express their creativity, and to build skills for life.
Community & Programs Building

Through community partnerships, tailored individual engagement, after school programs, and summer camps, the Community and Programs Building will allow the NAC to expand how it invites and engages individuals and the community for learning and growth. Here the Kimball Arts Center can provide art therapy while partners from Edwards Life Sciences will teach veterans business skills. Children from Shriner's Hospital will come together for things like karaoke parties, while summer camp participants will experience daily opportunities for creativity, expression, and much, much more!

With immediate access to Round Valley trails and the on-site archery range, this building will also serve as the launching point for archery, Nordic, and hiking programs. And as with all spaces at the National Ability Center, this facility will be adaptable to the needs of the community, to serve diverse populations, support many programs, and deliver on key outcomes.

“The NAC is an environment of discovery, acceptance, inclusion and growth. The soul deepens whilst the heart lightens and truth is realized.”

PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Features of the Community & Programs Building

Versatile Meeting and Programs Space
Sensory Room
First Aid/Medical Care Room
Offices for Camp and Recreation Staff
Warming Kitchen
Support Spaces for Archery and Nordic Programs